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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Primacy of the Contract Issues

The analytical threshold in this case is whether a contract formed.

Appellants will concentrate in this Reply Brief on questions related to
formation.

The military/airtime "contracts" between appellants and

Respondent/Defendant CalPERS were fundamentally flawed. Either no
contracts were formed, or the contracts are voidable at appellants' option.
Appellant police officers, firefighters, and other safety workers held
stocks, real estate, cash, or other private assets that they could invest as they

pleased. Much of it was held as additional retirement money in independent

Section457 and other tax-deferred accounts. CalPERS offeredappellants
the option to "increase" their CalPERS retirement benefits by voluntarily
investing appellants' private funds with CalPERS via standardized written
contracts.

But under m circumstances could the Public Employees Retirement

Law or"PERL" statutes {Government Code, §§20000, etseq.') apply to
appellants' private investment monev prior to forming a valid

military/airtime contract. CalPERS' Respondents'Briefand the lower court
both erred when they overlooked fundamental contract defects and used the

' Unless otherwise indicated, all statutory references shall be to the
Government Code.
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PERL statutes after the fact to try to justify CalPBRS' subsequent actions.
CalPERS has no authority to apply any part of the PERL to appellants'
private money unless the military/airtime contracts are first deemed valid

and binding (and even then as discussed below, appellants contend that
CalPERS and the lower court misinterpreted and misapplied the PERL).
CalPERS and the lower court failed to follow contract law. The

military/airtimecontracts fail for (i) lack of mutual consent, (ii) vague and
indefiniteterms, (iii) inadequate disclosure, (iv) unconscionability, and (v)
other defects discussed in Appellants' Opening Brief(^'AOW) and infra.
The immediate impacts of the military/airtime contracts on

appellants were to (i) transfer additional disability risk to appellants, (ii)
reduce appellants' existing vested disability retirement rights, (iii) increase
Appellants' liability for funding a possible future industrial disability

retirement (IDR), and (iv) to reduce the amount that CalPERS wouldpay
appellants in IDR payments. None ofthese terms or effects was disclosed
in the military/airtime contracts. Appellants did not know of these terms,

did not agree to them, and did not contemplate a reduction in their existing
IDR rights when they used their private funds to "contract" for "increased"
retirement benefits.

Appellants' Opening Brief
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The military/airtime contracts caused an immediate, hidden and

illegal reduction in appellants' vested industrial disability rights,^ yet
CalPERS' Reply Briefand the lower court's decision^ havevirtually nothing
to say about this crucial and dispositive issue.
Because the military/airtime contracts are fundamentally defective,
no valid contracts were ever formed (or they are voidable at appellants'
option). As the contracts fail, there is no need for a subsequent PERL

interpretation. CalPERS is not legally possessing or holding appellants'

investment monies under the terms of the PERL (although the proper
interpretation of the PERL is discussed in the AOB and infra for argument
sake). Because the "contracts" fail, appellants are entitled to rescission and
restitution, with interest, as a matter of law.

This Court should not allow CalPERS or the lower court (i) to
sidestep the defects in the military/airtime "contract", (ii) to ignore that no
agreement was reached and no contract formed, or (iii) to use the PERL

statutes retroactively to attempt to "revive" CalPERS' concept of a "deal"
that appellants never agreed to.

^Appellants refer the Court to their Opening Brieffor a description
of "military/airtime" and the investmentcontracts signed by appellants, the
industrial disability retirement that all appellants were forced to retire on,
and appellants' resulting loss of tens of thousands of dollars each.

^The lower court focused onthe rate of disability payment, rather
than the actual substantive impairmentof appellants' already vested
disability rights arising from the military/airtime contracts. See infra at 17.
Appellants' Opening Brief
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B.

Even if the Contracts Are Valid. CalPERS and the Lower
Court's Interoretation of the Statutory Scheme is InaoproDriate

Leaping ahead to the statutory interpretation, the lower court and

CalPERS also (i) ignore precedential case law, (ii) fail to follow customary
rules of statutory interpretation, (iii) ignore statutes denying CalPERS
authority to characterize the funds as additional "normal contributions" in

the safetyjob held at the time of investment, (iv) interpret one statute in
isolation and construe it against appellants to implicitly generate a
forfeiture, and (v) err in other ways discussed in the AOB and infra.
C.

ApDellants' Two Different Primarv Rights; Private Monev and
Vested IDR

Prior to CalPERS' offer, appellants had full legal entitlement and all

rights to (i) their private funds'* and (ii) an IDR payable at the 50% rate and
funded with contributions made for work in the safety job.
Appellants' property interest in their private funds is a different
primary right than appellants' rights to IDR.
D.

Delayed Accrual

Delayed accrual of appellants' claims is appropriate. CalPERS hid
the IDR revisions in the military/airtime contract in a way that was

'* Appellants' "normal contributions" already ondeposit with
CalPERS are different than appellants' "private funds". Any preexisting
"normal contributions" that appellants had on deposit with CalPERS arose
from appellants' prior work for employers that deducted or made
contributions to fund CalPERS benefits.
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impossible to discover at the time of contracting or thereafter. The IDR

changes occurred immediately on contracting, but were impossible to detect
at the time or thereafter because CalPERS paid the IDR at the "correct"
50% rate. CalPERS also concealed the risk of loss of the monetary value of
the investment and thus violated a separate primary right.
CalPERS is a fiduciary. Appellants were beneficiaries that were
contracting for increased retirement benefits. CalPERS failed to disclose

and hid that the militaiy/airtime contracts caused appellants to assume tens

of thousands of dollars in greater liability for their own (already insured)
industrial disability risk, without their knowledge, without notice, in a
manner that appellants could not discern, and in a way that reduced
CalPERS' (or the employers') already existing IDR obligation.
CalPERS actually supports delayed accrual of appellants' causes of

action when CalPERS (and the lowercourt) state that appellants' IDR has
not been reduced. To this day, CalPERS argues that appellants' existing
IDR rights have not been reduced because CalPERS has paid the "correct"
50% rate. CalPERS (and the lower court) focus solely on the nominal 50%

rate of IDR payment, rather than recognize appellants suffered a real

reduction in the substantive amount of IDRbenefitsolely arising fi-om
hidden terms and consequences of the military/airtime contracts.
CalPERS' focus on the rate of IDR cannot be reconciled with

CalPERS' claims that the accrual of the causes of action occurred at the

Appellants' Opening Brief
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time that appellants received their first IDR disability payment. CalPERS
cannot reconcile how appellants should have been on inquiry notice about

their IDR rights when they received the "correct" rate of 50% payment.
Lastly, the lower court inappropriately made factual findings on
demurrer.
II.

A.

CONTRACT ISSUES

Standard of Review Reiterated; Contract Disclosures on
Demurrer

CalPERS cites only part of the standard of review of contract
disclosures, and does so inaccurately.

The interpretation of the validity of the military/airtime contract and
its amendment of the vested IDR contractrights is a question of law.

{Sierra Vista RegionalMedicalCenterv. Bonta (2003) 107Cal.App.4'''
237.) "Whether a contract term is sufficiently defmite to be enforceable is a

questionof law for the court." {Ersa Grae Corp. v. Fluor Corp. (1991) 1
Cal.App.4th 613, 623.) (See disclosure issues in AOB at 56-74.) It is
reviewed de novo.

The lower court decided the cases on demurrer as a matter of law,^

^See, e.g., the lower court's findings that"[a]lthough Plaintiffs
contend that the loss of their permissive service credits 'violates their
reasonable expectations at the time of contracting' (0pp. p. 21), this is not

possible because the contract discloses that the credits may be lost upon
disability retirement. More specifically, there can be no breach where the

contract explains this possibility." (M-7CT 1542:19-23) Withrespect to
appellants' contention that the military/airtime contracts do not disclose the
Appellants' Opening Brief
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but it also improperly exceeded the scope of a demurrer hearing by
deciding factual issues. The lower court was required to accept as true all of
the factual allegations ofthe complaints. {Palacin v, Allstate Ins. Co.

(2004) 119 Cal.App.4''' 855, 861; Fire Ins. Exch. v. Superior CoMr/(2004)
116 Cal.App.4''* 446,452 [same standard re motions for judgment on the
pleadings]; AOB at 16-17.)Instead, the lower court improperly ignored
appellants' factual allegations and asserted new "facts" to support the lower
court's decision.

No deference should be given to CalPERS' arguments on contract

law as contract law is outside its administrative expertise. {Yamaha Corp.
ofAmerica v. State Bd. ofEqualization (1998) 19 Cal.4th 1.)
B.

CalPERS Abandons Most Arguments About Contract Issues

In its Respondent's 5r/e/("RB"), CalPERS abandons or fails to

oppose most of the dispositive contract arguments addressed in the AOB:

1. Appellants did not assent to the "samething" claimedby
CalPERS. {Civil Code^ §1580; AOB at 54-55.)
2. CalPERS' military/airtime contracts transfer IDR risk and

risk of loss, the lower court says "this is not possible because the contract
discloses that the credits may be lost upon disability retirement. More
specifically, there can be no breach were the contract explains the
possibility." (M-4CT 1542:2l-23).CalPERS claims that as a matter of law it

"adequately disclosed the disability risk ofpurchasing service credit." (RB
at 34.)
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liability to Appellants.® (AOB at 52-53,65-68.)
3. The language of the military/airtime contract was ambiguous,
inconspicuous, and unclear. (AOB at 65-71.)
4. The contracts did not disclose material terms. CalPERS failed

to disclose the offset and immediate unilateral amendment to

appellants' existing IDR rights. (AOB at 58-65.)

5. Appellants did not waive IDR rights nor consent to reduce
IDR. (AOB at 54-56.)

6. No "comparableoffsetting advantage" for the reduction was
provided. (AOB at 78-79.)

7. CalPERS' argument that it satisfied disclosure requirements
by advising appellants to call for further information violates the

Parol Evidence Rule in seeking to add hypothetical oral terms to the
irrevocable written military/airtime contracts.'
/
/
/

®CalPERS concedes that appellants were fully vested in a 50% IDR
allowance paid fi"om "normal contributions" made associated with actual

workin safety employment before entering into the military/airtime
contract. (RB at 17-18.)

' "Terms setforth in a writing intended by the parties as a final
expression of their agreement with respect to the terms included therein

may not be contradicted by evidence of a prior agreement or of a
contemporaneous oral agreement." {Code ofCivil Procedure, §1856(a).)
Appellants' Opening Brief
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C.

CalPERS Rejects Basic Tenets of Contract Law

Although subject to the same contracting requirements as private

parties, CalPERS' RB rejects basic tenets of contract law and fails to show
that CalPERS' contracts complied with law.
1.

Lawful Purpose: Contracted for "Increase"

Appellants contracted for "increases" in their benefits. (AOS at 58-

62.) The purpose should not be frustrated.

If the contract for "increases" is inconsistent with the PERL (as the
lower court found and as CalPERS argues throughout its RB), then the

military/airtime contracts are unauthorized and void, allowing rescission
and restitution.

2.

CalPERS Fails to Demonstrate Appellants' "Consent"

CalPERS and the trial court have not identified any evidence (and no

evidence exists in the record) that appellants assented to the "same thing" as
CalPERS suggests. Without assent to the "samething", there is no mutual
consent to contract and no contract fonnation.(C/v// Code, §1550; Dieiz v.

Bukey (2011) 195 Cal.App.4'^ 315; AOB at 54-55,58, 77.)
a)

No Implied Waiver. No Release Given. As there was

no mention of IDR in the military/airtime contract,® there could be no

®CalPERS provides two separate types of disability benefits:
industrial disability retirement for safety employees who are injured in the
Appellants' Opening Brief
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assent or consent to reduction of IDR rights arising from the

military/airtime contracts. Appellants did not agree to any waiver, reduction
or offset oftheir vested IDR. (AOB at 54-55; M-4CT 0740:6-9, A-ICT

0009:9-12.)"
Without a written contract referring to IDR, CalPERS tries to

establish that appellants impliedly waived their vested IDR rights. CalPERS
argues that execution of the military/airtime contracts was consent to

implied terms. CalPERS creates implied terms that allegedly released

CalPERS of its preexisting obligations to provide appellants with a 50%
IDR allowance ftmded only from "normal contributions" made for actual

line of duty, and "regular" or "ordinary" disability for non-job related
injuries for safety officers andfor all disabilities for non-safety or
miscellaneous employees.
IDR provides a 50% benefit without regard to age or service. IDR is

funded by contributions made for actual work in thesafety job where
injured. (§21418.) Ordinary or regular disability provides a benefit that is
based on age and service. (§§21424, etseq.) However, because ordinary
disability pays benefits based on years of service at rates up to 1.5% and
limited to one third offinal compensation, military/airtime would be
included in the ordinary disability benefit calculation at this lowerrate,
rather thanthe 3% rate guaranteed to safety officers. Themilitary/airtime
contracts disclosure hints at "disability" ingeneral without adequately
distinguishing or informing of the various rights and effects. Ordinary
disability benefits are not involved in this case.

"Inappropriately on demurrer, CalPERS and the trial court simply
dismiss appellants* explicit and unambiguous pleadings that appellants did
not waive or consent to any reduction in vested IDR. The trial court's

unsupported claim that appellants "gambled" (M-RT, 309:14-18) shows
that Ae court failed to accept appellants factual allegations that they did not
know and did not waive or consent.
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work in the safety job.'®
However, a "release" or "waiver" requires that appellants

deliberately and voluntarily relinquished, abandoned, conceded, or gave up
a known right, claim, or privilege. CalPERS would have had to clearly

notify appellants of the nature and effect ofthe rights released and show
that appellants expressly intended to give up their existingrights .

{Huverserian v. Catalina ScubaLuv, Inc. (2010) 184 Cal.App.4''' 1462.) No
evidence supports a known or express waiver or release."

Although CalPERS citesHittle v. Santa Barbara County Employees'

Ret. Ass'n (1985) 39 Cal.Sd 374 Hittle"), it fails to acknowledge the

opinion's finding thatmembers may not be found to have waived pension
rights until the retirement system has "fully informed" them of the benefits

to which they are entitled. {Hittle, supra, 39 Cal.3d at 391;RB at 35.) Hittle

'® The notion that appellants assumed the additional IDR risk is
without merit. Firefighters injured while combating a fire in the course of
duty generally have no cause of action against the person whose negligence
started the fire, butthat is because firefighters receive special pay, disability
and retirement benefits, all funded by tax dollars. "In effect, thepublic has
purchased exoneration from theduty of care and should not have to pay
twice, through taxation and through individual liability, for that service."
{Neighbarger v. Irwin Indus., Inc. (1994) 8 Cal.4th 532, 542-543.) Nor do
peace officers have a cause of action for injuries incurred in the normal
course of their duties. {Kelhiv. Fitzpatrick (1994) 25 Cal.App.4th 1149,
1151; SeibertSecurity Services, Inc. v. Super. Ct. (Migailo) (1993) 18
Cal.App.4th 394.) But firefighters do not "assume the risk" ofhazards

unrelated to firefighting. (See Stapper v. GM Holdings, Inc. (1999) 73
Cal.App.4th 787, 791-792.)

" At most, CalPERS asserts itput appellants on "inquiry notice".
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held that the concealment or misrepresentation of facts or information

relevantto a member's election of retirement optionsjustifies "unraveling"

thatmember's electionof options. CalPERS' failure to provide adequate
information in the military/airtime contract—^i.e., its "incomplete
communications"—is tantamount to concealment or misrepresentation.
{Hittle, supra, 39 Cal.Bd at 393-394; AOB at 83, 85.)
b)

No Consent to Transformation. CalPERS and the

trial court have not identified any evidence that appellants assented to the
"transformation" ofthe military/airtime into additional contributions "in the

safety job" that they held before injury, especially since appellants
contemporaneously certified under penalty ofperjury that the time

corresponded to military service or other time outside the safetyjob. (AOB
at 28, 76-77.)
c)

No Consent to Seize the Monetary Value of

Investments. CalPERS and the trial court have not identified any evidence
that appellants consented to the risk of loss of the money invested. (AOB at
54-55; M-4CT 0740:6-9, A-ICT 0009:9-12.)'2

d)

Obfective Standard of Consent CalPERS argues that

"the mutual assent needed to form a contract is 'determined under an

objective standard applied to the outward manifestations or expressions of

The risk of loss of "service credits" is not equivalent to the risk of
loss of investment funds. See AOB at 57, 68-69.
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the parties, i.e., the reasonable meaning of their words and acts, and not
their unexpressed intentions or understandings.' {SeeHMDG, Inc. v. Amini

(2013) 219 Cal.App.4''' I ICQ, 1109.)" CalPERS claims that the "outward
manifestation" of appellants' assent was their execution of the contracts.
(RB at 38-39.)

However, there is no authority for the narrow proposition that mere

signing establishes "mutual consent". If mere signing established consent,

then the law would essentially prohibitchallenges to any signed contract.
Further, CalPERS seriously misrepresents the narrow holding in HM

DG, Inc. V. Amini. The case dealt with whether an agreement to arbitrate

included in a contract for home remodeling design work was enforceable

when the contract provided three alternative means for selecting the
arbitrator. In that specific factual context, the appellate court found that "the

plain language ofthe Arbitration Clause, combined with the parties'
signatures directly under the clause, establishes the parties' mutual

consent."(//AfDG, Inc. v. Amini, supra, 219Cal.App.4'^at 1009, emphasis
added.)

In otherwords, the contract terms were plain and clear, so signing
showed consent. In this case, by contrast, material terms are omitted
entirely, hidden, or inadequately disclosed.
Although the terms of a contract need not be stated in the

minutest detail, it is requisite to enforceability that it must
evidence a meeting of the minds upon the essential features of
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the agreement, and that the scope of the duty and limits of
acceptable performance be at least sufficiently defined to
provide a rational basis for the assessment of damages....
[Citation omitted.]
(Robinson & Wilson, Inc. v. Stone (1973) 35 Cal.App.3d 396,
407.)
3.

No Certain and Definite Terms

CalPERS does not rebut the AOB's authorities that a contract must

be written in plain, clear, and conspicuous language so that an ordinary
reasonable person would have noticed and understood the disclosure.'^

(AOB at 66-67.)"Consent" is built on the "certainty and definiteness of

language or words used in expressing the terms and in showing a meeting
of the minds ofthe parties as to the terms." (Weddington Productions, Inc.
V. Flick (199%) 60 Cal.App.4''' 793.)
CalPERS acknowledges that becausepension systems are
fiduciaries,

[CJoncealment or misrepresentation mayjustify unraveling a
member's election of retirement options. (Hittle v. Santa
Barbara County Employees' Ret. Ass'n (1985) 39 Cal.3d 374,
393-394.) Members cannotbe found to waive pension rights
until the system has 'fully informed' them of the benefits to
which they are entitled. (Id. at 391.)
(RBat35.)

If anything, the standard of disclosure is even higherwhen it
involves elements of "gambling" and "risk taking" as CalPERS alleges.
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CalPERS claims that its "multiple warnings were far from obscure
and in no way tantamount to the sort of misrepresentation or concealment
Hittle condemned", but the record belies this claim:
1.

CalPERS and the trial court fail to show where CalPERS used

clear terms to disclose that the appellants' military/airtime investment could

be seized. (AOB at 64-68.)''*
2.

CalPERS and the trial court fail to show where CalPERS used

clearterms to disclose that the appellants' vested IDR was reduced. {Ibid.y^
3.

CalPERS also fails to show authority that would deny

appellants the benefits for which they contracted. {Ibid.)
4.

CalPERS Re-Writes the Disclosure in the Respondent's
Brief

CalPERS itself demonstrates the inadequacy of the disclosure. In its
RB, CalPERS misstates the actual contract disclosure and then rewrites it

(to strengthen it, after the fact):

CalPERS wamed [appellants] in bold, capital letters that if
they later became disabled and took "DISABILITY

RETIREMENT, this additional service creditmay not
benefit you." (RB at 3.)

''*Although CalPERS reiterates the lower court's ruling that
appellants were "gambling" (see M-RT, 309:14-18), CalPERS fails to show
where it adequately disclosed that the military/airtime contracts were a
gamble. (RB at 2, 30.)

"Appellants had noreason to suspect that their vested IDR
rightswereamended or compromised by second and unrelated contxdiCl to
purchase military/airtime.
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The record^® establishes that what the disclosure actually is:

"If you are considering 'DISABILITY RETIREMENT, this
service credit may not benefit you."
The difference between:

"ifyou are considering disability retirement"
and

"CalPERSwarned [appellants] ... that ifthey
later becamedisabled and tookdisability
retirement"

is significant. The rewritten "disclosure" language helps show the
ambiguity and defects in the actual contract language that CalPERS

provided appellants. Butmore tellingly, if the language was already

sufficient clear, then why did CalPERS revmte it for its Respondent's Brief}
The re-written language may constitute what CalPERS wishes that it had

disclosed in the military/airtime contract, butthe attempted rewrite reveals
still more of the ambiguity, uncertainty, and indefiniteness of the actual
disclosure.

Even the word "consider" (i.e. "ifyou are considering'' a disability

'®To the best ofappellants' knowledge, there is no place in the record
indicating that prospective purchasers ofmilitary/airtime service credit
were everwarned that if they later became disabled andtook IDR, they

might not benefit from the service credit they were thinking ofpurchasing.

" There is no evidence orallegation in the record that appellant
Robert Marzec or any other of the appellants were "considering" disability
retirement, or had any reason to bedoing so, at the time of contracting.
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retirement,") is too ambiguous, vague, and indefinite to give rise to an
enforceable contractual provision. (Ladas v. California State Auto. Assn.
(1993) 19 Cal.App.4th 761, 770.)
5.

Oral Terms Barred by Parol Evidence Rule

CalPERS argues that the disclosures were sufficient because they

advised members to "contact CalPERS" for more information. (RB at 3234.) However, the executed contracts were "irrevocable" and integrated.
Written contract terms cannot be varied or contradicted by a prior or
contemporaneous oral agreement. (C/v/7 Code, §1856.) CalPERS' adoption

of a "callme" disclosure standard violates the ParolEvidence Rule by
attempting to incorporate oral terms to add to or vary the terms of a written
agreement.

D.

CalPERS Cannot Demonstrate Any Agreement by Appellants to
Amend IDR Rights

1.

IDR Disability Was Already Fully Insured: There Was No
Un-Insured IDR Risk

CalPERS argues that it disclosed "thedisability risk ofpurchasing
service credit" (RB at 34), even though its promotional material nearly
universally promised "increases" in retirement benefits.

Whatrisk is CalPERS talking about? Appellants' "disability risk"
was already fully insured by CalPERS and the employer. Appellants had
been fully insured since the first day of safety employment. Therewas no
un-insured disability risk that existed prior to or at the time of CalPERS'
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offer ofthe military/airtime contracts. Although CalPERS' arguments are

murky, it appears to be proposing the creation of an additional or uninsured
disability risk.
2.

Appellants Have Suffered Actual Reduction in IDR

Confounding rate with amount^ CalPERS argues that appellants
have not suffered a reduced IDR because "each receives no less than the

base 50% IDR benefit specified in the PERL". (RB at 15.) The lower court
also found that" '[n]o decrease has taken place. Plaintiffs are receiving their
50% IDR entitlement, tax free' " {Ibid', M-7CT 1543:17.)
CalPERS pays Appellants' IDR at the "correct" 50% nominal rate.

But since appellants have unknowingly contributed tens ofthousands of

dollars each that CalPERS has used to fund the IDR, appellants receive
significantly less in the substantive amountofbenefit. One does not have to
be good at math to understand that paying tens of thousands of dollars more

for the very same IDR benefits is a net reduction in the amount of IDR,
regardless of whether the nominal rate changes or remains the same. The
rate is essentially irrelevant.'® It is the substantive amount received that

matters.'' (AOB at 74-75, 89-90, 94.)

'® For example, 50% of$100 is $50, but 40% of$140 is $56. Fifty
percent is a higher rate but fifty six dollars is a larger amount of money.
Most people would prefer the larger amount of money.

" Logically similar, if there is no reduction in IDR as CalPERS and
the trial court assert, then CalPERS should not objectto rescission and
restitution.
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3.

No Consideration to Support an IDR Amendment

CalPERS and the trial court fail to point to any evidence to show a

separate agreement where considerationwas exchanged for a reduction in

the IDR benefit.^® CalPERS was already required to supply IDR benefits at
the vested entitlement. Doing what one is already required to do is not
consideration. Neither CalPERS nor the trial court showed that it was

possible to deduce a logical connection between investment in
military/airtime contracts and the reduction of IDR. (AOB at 53, 68, 7879.)
4.

It Is Against Public Policy to Transfer IDR Risk

Ignoring the ban against contracting to defeat public policy,
CalPERS essentially asserts that CalPERS implicitly contracted with the
appellants to voluntarily reduce the "special retirement benefits ... granted
to safety officers in recognition ofthe hazards and stresses of their daily
.. .active enforcement and suppression of crimes and the arrest and

detention of criminals...." {Riverside Sheriffs'Assn. v. Board ofAdmin, of
Cal. (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 1,10, internal citations and quotations
omitted.)

As appellants have pointed out, IDR is public policy which supports
the safety employees and it should not be subject to change by individual

The payment by CalPERS of IDR benefits in the amount already
required is not consideration.
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contract, especially by an implicit or hidden term in an unrelated contract.
(AOB at 56.)
E.

Other Contract Terms Justifying Rescission and Restitution
1.

Mistake

CalPERS fails to rebut the argument that since appellants made a
mistake (including about the material changes in IDR), any apparent
consent was not given of one's own free will and volition, making the
contract voidable. (AOB at 82-84; Civil Code, §§1567,1570,1576,

1689(b)(1); see also Civil Code, §3399 [revision ofcontract for mistake].)
A mistake of law occurred as appellants were mistaken about the law and

CalPERS knew or shouldhave known of that party'smistake^^ and did not
correct it. {Civil Code, §1578.) Rescission is appropriate. {Civil Code,
§§1566,1689; AOB at p. 73, 82-85.)
2.

Circumstances of Contract

CalPERS does not rebutthe procedural defects in the contracting
process. In ascertaining the meaning to be attached to the contract terms,
courts may consider the circumstances in which the contract was made.

CalPERS' RB refers to some proposed legislative bills that were
not enacted. (RB at 28-29.) Bills that were not enacted are not reliable

indicators of legislative intent (because passing bills are multi-faceted
political issues) {Grosset v. Wenaas (2008) 42 Cal.4th 1100,1117.)
However, a bill can be evidence that CalPERS was aware of the legal issue
and did not correct it anddid not disclose it more clearly.
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such as that appellants were already fully vested in IDR. (AOB at 17-50.)
In this connection, one particular fact that CalPERS never addresses

is the cost neutral nature ofmilitary/airtime investments. The members paid
the entirefull cost (both employee and employer costs) of the future income
stream. It was deemed to be cost neutral to the retirement system. Neither

CalPERS nor the employers was intended to benefit in any way.
As a corollary, neither CalPERS nor the employers should receive

any advantage from appellants' military/airtime funds. Appellants are

wholly and solely entitled to all military/airtime funds or benefits. (AOB at
42-43.)
3.

Unconscionabilitv

The military/airtime contracts are procedurally unconscionable as

they surprise, oppress, and showunequal bargaining power in theprocess

by which the agreement was formed. Substantive unconscionability focuses
on whether the substance ofthe agreement is overly harsh or onesided.(See AOB at 55, 79-82.)

CalPERS argues that "[t]erms sanctioned by statute—and thus
approved by the Legislature—cannot be deemed unconscionable....
Plaintiffs' service credit purchase terms were dictated not at the whim of
CalPERS, but by operation of the PERL, and cannot be deemed
unconscionable." (RB at 40.)

CalPERS ignores that the appellants' voluntary informed assent is
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required for contract formation. In arguing that the military/airtime
contracts are above allegations of unconscionability merely because the
terms could be interpreted to exist somewhere in the PERL, CalPBRS

essentially seeks to apply the PERL to appellants' private money even if
appellants did not knowingly contract or agree to those terms (or if the
contracts are unconscionable.)

If the military/airtime contract never formed or is voidable at

appellants' option, then CalPERS cannotuse the PERL as subsequent

justification or a retroactive means to "revive" the "contract" or purify the
"contract" from allegations of unconscionability. (See AOB at 17-50.) For
example, CalPERS' PERL argument does not retroactively repair or
"sanitize" the procedural or substantive defects associated with the

undisclosed and improper amendment of pre-existing and vested IDR
entitlement rights.

With respect to substantive unconscionability, CalPERS fails to

address appellants' argument that by reallocating IDR risks in an

objectively unreasonable and unexpected manner, the military/airtime
contracts are unconscionable, justifying rescission and restitution. (AOB at

79-81; see alsoJones v. Wells Forgo Bank(2003) 112 Cal.App.4'^ 1527;

Civil Code, §1670.5; Zullo v. Superior Court (2011) 197 Cal.App.4''' 477.)
4.

Adhesion Contracts

With respect to standardized adhesion contracts between parties of
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unequal bargaining strength, exclusionary clauses and provisions limiting

liability are ineffective in the absence of a plain and clear notification to the

public and an understanding consent. {Ramirez v. Superior Court {\9%Q)
103 Cal.App.3d 746.) Any conduct by CalPERS which gives it an
advantage or misleads the contracting member is prohibited. In that regard,

CalPERS never addresses appellants' contention that by means ofthe
military/airtime contracts, CalPERS had "changed sides" to transfer a
disproportionate share of risk, liability, or cost of IDR, without disclosure,

from itself and the employers onto appellants. CalPERS failed to disclose

that the pension fimd and the employers were not acting as fiduciaries or in
the members' best interest, but instead acting in their own self-interest.
(AOB at 81-82.)
ra.

A.

CalPERS' FIDUCIARY DUTIES

CalPERS as Fiduciary

Although CalPERS acknowledges that public pension systems are

fiduciaries that owe their members a duty of good faith and fair dealing
{California Constitution, art. 16, §17), CalPERS does not applythat
standard to itself as required {Hittle, supra, 39 Cal.3d at 393).
Case law, including CalPERS' own precedential decisions, mandate
that CalPERS provide "timely and accurate information to its members"

and that the information conveyed mustbe "complete and unambiguous."
(AOB at 70-71, quoting CityofOakland v. Public Employees' Retirement
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SystemQ.QQT) 95 Cal.App.4th 29, 40, italics in original; and In re

Application ofSmith (March 31,1999) PERS Free. Dec. No. 99-01.) "The
duty of a fiduciary embraces the obligation to render a full and fair

disclosure to the beneficiary of all facts which materially affect his rights
and interests." {Neelv. Magana, Olney, Levy, Cathcart & Gelfand (1971) 6
Cal.3d 176, 188; AOB at 70-72, 84-85, 87-88.)

As a fiduciary, CalPBRS must minimize the risk of loss and
maximize the rate ofreturn. {California Constitution, art. 16, §17, subds.
(c), (d); City ofSacramento v. Public Employees Retirement System (1991)
229 Cal.App.3d 1470,1494.) The requirement to minimize risk does not

sanction CalPBRS or its members to gamble with retirement funds.^^
In addition, CalPBRS' effort to separate IDR firom service retirement

(RB at 1,17-19) seems aimed in large part at compartmentalizing and
constraining its broad fiduciary duties to appellants.
B,

CaiPERS' Fiduciary Duty to Disclose Complete and Adequate
Information in Both IDR and Other Benefits

As a fiduciary, CalPBRS was obliged to act affirmatively to disclose
all material terms of both IDR and the service retirement in a meaningful
way concerning each benefit, especially when an "election" affected more

When one side gambles, it requires the other side to gamble as

well. If CalPBRS offered appellant's a "gamble" that was simultaneously
risk-fi-ee or actuarially neutral to CalPBRS, that would be a breach of

CalPBRS' fiduciary duties to its members to disclose that and to deal fairly.
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than one benefit that it administered. However, CaiPERS has failed to rebut

appellants' claim that CalPERS breached those fiduciary duties when it
disclosed nothing about the fact that CalPERS used the military/airtime
contracts as a cfefacto amendment of appellants' vested IDR rights. If
CalPERS believed prior to and at the time of contracting that this was the

result mandated by CalPERS' interpretation of the PERL, it had a fiduciary

obligationto inform appellants before they invested in military/airtime so
that they could knowingly weigh the possible consequences of their actions.
(AOB at 70-71.)

All of this furtherjustifies rescission ofthe military/airtime

contracts. In a fiduciary relationship that requires CalPERS to explain the
terms of a contract, even appellants' failure to read the contract would be

reasonable and allow rescission. {Brown v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (2008)

168 Cal.App.4"' 938.)
C.

Inquiry Notice is Not Sufficient For Fiduciary to Beneficiary

CalPERS claims it met its obligation by puttingappellants on

"inquiry notice", shifting the burden to appellants to investigate further.
(RB at 36-37.) But "inquiry notice" is the wrong standard. When a

fiduciary is an express trustee, the beneficiary is not undera duty of
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inquiry. {Di Grazia v. Anderlini (1994) 22 Cal.App.4''' 1337,1345-1346,
1349.)23 (AOB p. 57, 65, 70-73, 86.)
In any event, CalPERS fails to respond to the facts that appellants
did inquire multiple times, contacting CalPERS several times during the

military/airtime contracting process. CalPERS never provided appellants

with any disclosure about the reduction in vested IDR rights. (AOB at 62;

M-4CT 0740:6-9, A-ICT 0009:9-12).2'« CalPERS never provided appellants
with any clear disclosure about (i) the loss of the monetary value of the
investments or (ii) loss of the contracted for benefits.
IV.

SEPARATE PRIMARY RIGHTS IN
PRIVATE FUNDS AND IDR

A.

Two Different Primary Rights

Appellants have at least two separate and differentprimary rights

with independent accrual periods and resulting in at leasttwo separate
injuries. (See Craigv. County ofLos Angeles (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d
1294, 1301 ["the underlying right sought to be enforced determines the

cause of action," and causes of action may arise out of distinct primary

Probate Code §16460 was amended to abrogate the holding in Di
Grazia that the writing must satisfy the minimum standards prescribed in
the Code for accounts or reports to trigger the statute of limitations.
{Noggle V. Bank ofAmerica (1999) 70 Cal.App.4th 853, 858859.)

Further, neither CalPERS nor the trial court point to any evidence

(nor is there any in the record) which would indicate ^at appellants would
have been told anything different ifthey had "contacted CalPERS" in the
manner CalPERS suggests.
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rights even though they arise "out of the same subject matter"]; Grisham

V. Philip Morris U.S.A., Inc. (2007) 40 Cal.4"» 623, 641-644.)
(1)

Appellants' have the right to their private money, including to

contract for "increased" retirement benefits through the military/airtime
contracts.

(2)

Appellants haveIDRdisability rights.^

"The nature of the right sued on, not the form of the action ...

determines the applicability of the statute of limitations [and accrual]."
{Schneider v. Union Oil Co. (1970) 6 CaI.App.3d 987,993, citation

omitted.] Both primary rights are subject to the fiduciary relationship.
Appellants' right to a tax-free IDR benefit of 50% oftheir highest
salary (funded by normal contributions made for work in the job with the
balance funded by the employers) arises on their first day of employment
and serves the public policy to protect injured safety officers for disabilities

incurred in the job. (§§21151(a), 21406, 21418.) IDR focuses exclusively
on whether the injury occurred in the job and caused a permanent disability.
CatPERS breaches appellants' primary right in IDR when it fails to fund the

IDR only with normal contributions made for actual work in thejob. No
employee contributions outside that job should be used to fund the IDR.

Appellants could be entitled to both IDR and thefully funded

"increased benefit" such as through a "service retirement payable" disability
retirement benefit.
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(§21420; see also the AOB's discussion of appellant Rachel Healy's
situation at p. 41.)

IDR and the private money involve different underlying evidentiary
foci, and thus the reciprocal duty breached in each is different. (Verdier v.
Verdier (1962) 203 Cal.App.2d 724,738.) CalPERS has a different

corresponding primary duty in each. {Hamilton v. Asbestos Corp. (2000) 22
Cal.4th 1127, 1145.)
1.

Lower Court Focused on the First Primary Right

Appellants had a primary right in their cash, stocks, retirement

funds, real estate or other assets that were proposed to be subject to the
contract for "increased" retirement benefits. (E.g., AOB at 3-4.) In

finding no delayed accrual, the lower court focused only on one part of
that primary right—^the seizure of the military/airtime investments—and

wrongly found that appellants "should have been aware of their injury
[loss of service credit] as of the date they received their first IDR
checks.. .."(M-7CT1595;A-2CT439.)
There is no information about how the contractual benefits would

or should have been paid or how appellants would have expected them
to be paid. CalPERS never disclosed its "transformation" of service credit,

hidden IDR offset and increased IDR liability for those underage 50, and
treatment of the investmentsas "time in the safety job."
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The lower court simply assumed as a matter oflaw, but without

any particular basis for doing so, that appellants would have expected

benefits under the service credit contracts to be paid in appellants' first
IDR checks. Again, this is mere conjecture. Trial courts must accept
facts as pled when ruling on a demurrer. {Palacin v. Allstate Ins. Co.,

supra, 119 Cal.App.4'^at 861.)Thus, the accrual of the cause of action
was delayed and government claims were timely filed.
2.

Both CalPERS and the Lower Court Ignored the Second
Primary Right in IDR

The lower court and CalPERS did not consider the second

primary right: the vested IDR payable only from normal contributions
made for work in the safety job. They have ignored the hidden

immediate amendment to the vested IDR arising from the
military/airtime contracts. Focused solely on the rate of payment, rather
than the net IDR benefit, the lower court found that the IDR was not
reduced.

Nothing in the record indicates that any of the appellants, as
reasonable persons {Dujardin v. Ventura County Gen. Hosp. (1977) 69
Cal.App.3d 350, 356), would have known that their IDR entitlement had

been wrongly reduced at the time that they invested in military/airtime
or when they received their first IDR checks because (as CalPERS
points out) the nominal rate of the IDR check was 50%.
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The second primary right was injured when CalPERS reduced the
value of appellants* IDR benefit, which occurred at the time of
contracting. Appellants were promised long before contracting for

military/airtime that as of their first day on the job, and continuing
thereafter as long as they remained in the safety job, they would be
vested in the right to a 50% tax-free IDR benefit at no cost to

themselves save the "normal contributions" taken from their paychecks
received for actual work in the safety job before disability.

As will be discussed in detail in the DelayedAccrual section, infra^
appellants did not discover, and had no basis upon which to suspect,

that the IDR right was injured until it was hinted at by CalPERS'
demurrer filing in a separate lawsuit.
V.

THE PERL CANNOT RETROACTIVELY VALmATE
AN INVALID CONTRACT

CalPERS argues in its Respondents' BriefihdA so long as (i) the
reduced IDR or (ii) the seizure ofthe military/airtime investment is
subsequently "authorized" by the PERL, the threshold contract issues are
not dispositive. (RB at 2-3.) After the fact, CalPERS tries to authorize the

results by retroactively applying its interpretation of the PERL to the

money in CalPERS' possession, simply because CalPERSpossesses the
funds. (RB at 2-3.)

CalPERS then couples this with the argument that, in any case, it
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invited appellants to "contact CalPERS" for more information. (RB at 32-

34.) There is no express or implied incorporation ofthe PERL into the
contract; rather CalPERS hopes that an oral conversation would incorporate
the PERL into the written contracts in variance of the written terms of the

agreement (and in violation of the Parol Evidence Rule).
VI.

A.

STATUTORY SCHEME

Standard of Review of Statutory Scheme

1.

Duty To HarmonizeThe IDR and Military Time Sections
Together

CalPERS and the lower court fail to follow the rule that "the various

parts of a statutory enactment mustbe harmonized by considering the
particular clauseor section in the context of the statutory framework as a

whole." {California Teachers Assn. v. Governing Bd. ofGolden Valley
Unified School Dist. (2002) 98 Cal.App.4th 369, 376, internal citation and

quotation marks omitted; see also Gonzalez v. Department ofCorrections
and Rehabilitation (2011) 195 Cal.App.4th 89,94-95.) Courts should read

every statute with reference to theentire scheme of law of which it is part
so that the whole may be harmonized and retain effectiveness. {State Farm

Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Garamendi (2004) 32 Cal.4*** 1029, as modified.)
CalPERS, by contrast, argues that the PERL consists of two

fundamentally separate and distinct systems, service retirement and

disability retirement (see, e.g., RB at 1), with little relationship to each
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other, so that each should be interpreted separately and independently.
While there are different guidelines associated with each, both are included

in the PERL, Both are parts of the comprehensive retirement program, and
they are not mutually exclusive. (AOB at 26, 38-39.)
2.

No Interpreting Statutes in Isolation

CalPERS argues that the Court should isolate and give effect to a

single disability funding section ofthe PERL (§21418), independent of the

serviceretirement sections of the PERL and even ignoring other statutes
which limit or condition section 21418's application (e.g., §21420). Case

law opposes CalPERS' separation and isolation of individual statutes. (AOB
at 19-23, 31-34.)
3.

Construe for Purpose

"We construe the words in question in context, keeping in mind the

nature and obvious purpose of the statute." {Hoschler v. Sacramento City
Unified SchoolDist. (2007) 149 Cal.App.4'^, 258,263, citation and intemal

quotes omitted; Riverside Sheriffs' Assn. v. Board ofAdmin, ofCai, supra,
at 8-9; AOB at 19.)
CalPERS fails to construe the statutes that authorize the

military/airtime investment in context, such thattheauthorizing statutes are
given no meaning or purpose. Even where the language of a statutory
provision is susceptible of two constructions, if one will render it

reasonable, fair and harmonious with its manifest purpose and another
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would be productive of absurd consequences, the former construction will

be adopted. {People exret. Lungren v. Superior Court (1966) 58 Cal.4'''
294.)

If, as CalPERS argues, the military/airtime contracts were valid, then
appellants invested in military/airtime based on authorizing statutes in the

PERL. {Government Code, §§20909,21024, etseq}^-, AOB at 6,17-18.) It
is therefore CalPERS' burden to show that something found in the PERL, or
elsewhere, denies the benefits contracted for.

CalPERS has failed show that anything found in the PERL compels

or even authorizes either (i) denial of the benefits for which appellants
contracted and paid, (ii) reduction of appellants' vested IDR rights, or (iii)
forfeiture of appellants' investments.
B,

Reply To Lower Court's and CalPERS* PERL Interpretation

There is no indication in the military and airtime authorizing
statutes that appellants' investment monies could be lost or seized. The
PERL recognizes that the investment remained "normal contributions" and

thus the property ofthe appellant even after invested,"
For example, if appellants left CalPERS-covered service and elected
to withdraw their contributions, they would be entitled to return of their

Unless otherwise indicated, all statutory references hereinafter
refer to the Government Code.

"Appellants' funds that were characterized as "normal contribution"
still remained appellants' property after deposit with CalPERS.
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entire investments, plus interest. (§§20730, 20734.) Further, even though
appellants contributed the employers' share ofthe expected cost of the

additional service credit, the contributions were not deemed to be partially
the employers' share but entirely the property of the members. (§§21038,
21052.)

The lower court and CalPERS fail to identify statutes that authorize
CalPERS to characterize the investments as "normal contributions" in the

job at the time ofpurchase. Instead, the statutes characterize the service

credit purchased as "state service" or other time separate from actual
CalPERS-covered employment. (§§20909,21024, etseq.) The case law

says that the investments are related to the time and character of actual prior

service. (In re Marriage ofGreen (2013) 56 Cal.4''' 1130.)
The logic in CalPERS' RB and the lower court's decision fails at this

point. CalPERS is not authorized by law to characterize the investment as

either in the safety job or as related to service at the time ofpurchase. No

further steps need be taken. The PERL does not authorize this predicate
required in CalPERS' logic. CalPERS cannot reach the desired "forfeiture"

result because the PERL does not authorize the interim steps that could lead
to (i) CalPERS' seizure of the money or (ii) the reduced IDR benefits.
In considering the statutory arguments, the Court should take note of

the fact that CalPERS has abandoned the following arguments from the
AOB by failing to address or contest them:
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1. CalPERS fails to point to a statute that expressly authorizes
seizure or reduction of IDR. (AOB at 46-49.)

2. The plain language of the authorizing military/airtime statutes
violates due process because nothing warns that the monetary value
of the investment could be lost. (See, e.g., AOB at 68-69; also

compare §§20909, 21024, etseq. to RB at 32-34.)

3. The loss of "service credit" is not equivalent to the loss of
"normal contributions" which is not equivalent to the loss of
investments or money. (AOB at 57,68-69.) CalPERS does not
contest this.^®

4. No statutory or other authority allows CalPERS to
characterize military/airtime as "additional time in the safety job".
(AOB at 24-29.)

5. Instead, the authorizing statutes require that military/airtime
is deemed "state service" or time outside the job. {Ibid.)
6. No statutory or other authority allows CalPERS to associate
the military/airtime with the time of purchase. (AOB at 25-27.)

The trial court's Order found, "Plaintiffs argue that the warning
that service credits may be lost does not sufficiently alert anyone that
contributions may be lost. This argument fairs no better. Contributions

were used specifically to purchase service credits. They cannot be separated
from each other." (M-7CT 1543:10-12, italics in original.) CalPERS does
not cite this and has apparently abandoned that argument. In any case, this
point is refuted in the AOB at 57, 68-69.
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7. Instead, In Re Marriage ofGreen (and the contracts
themselves) require that the military/airtime is associated with the

preceding time of "corresponding" military service or other time.^'
{Ibid.)

8. CalPERS never cites any authority to transform

military/airtime into "additional time in the safety job", including
since CalPERS itself required appellants to certify that the

"corresponding" time being purchased was outside the time in the
safety job. (AOB, pp. 24-29, 31-33.)
C.

Statutory Interpretation is Flawed. Not Entitled to Deference

Ignoring the requirement in law to harmonize, CalPERS argues that
disability retirement is separate and essentially unrelated to service

retirement. (RB at 1,14-16.) CalPERS then argues that appellants are trying
to "take financial advantage of both", implying that appellants are seeking
a windfall. (RB at 1.) CalPERS glosses over the fact that appellants

invested $25,000 to $80,000 each in personal funds and got nothing.
Appellants simply received what they were already previously entitled to.

By attempting to limit its effect to division of marital property
without honoring Ae statutory interpretation, CalPERS obviates the

foundational holdings in In re Marriage ofGreen (2013) 56 Cal.4''' 1130
and In re Marriage ofSonne(2010) 48 Cal.4"' 118 thatpurchased military
time is based on when that time was actually served, not when the
contributions were made or the contract executed. (Compare AOB at 25-28
with RB at 26-27.)
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CalPERS and the employers received the windfall.
D.

CalPERS* Faulty Logic

CalPERS justifies its seizure of appellants' military/airtime
investments and reduction oftheir IDR by setting up the following false
argument:

(1)

Appellants' on-the-job contributions arising from salaries

earned in the safety job are deemed "normal contributions" pursuant to
Section 20053;

(2)

The military/airtime investment funds are also classified as

"normal contributions" pursuant to Sections 21038 and 21053;

(3)

Appellants were not working in a different "CalPERS" job

category at the time of the related "corresponding" service (because the
military/airtime contributions relate to time and service outside CalPERS);
(4)

CalPERS must therefore associate the investment funds with

the job held by appellants at the time of investment and credit it as

"additional time in the safety job"(even though the service credit is

explicitly not associated with work in that job or at that time);
(5)

IDR allowances are paid for in part by the disabled member's

"normal contributions" made while working in the safety job pursuant to
Section 21418;

(6)

Therefore, CalPERS authorizes itself to use the

military/airtime investments (now classified by CalPERS as "normal
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contributions" in the safety job) to fund the IDR and to offset the

employer's existing obligation to fund the IDR.
(See the RB generally at 15-23, and compare to the arguments in the
AOB at 29-41.)
E.

Misinterpretation of the Disability Funding Statute

As a focal point, the lower court and CalPERS take part of one
disability funding statute (section 21418) out of context and interpret it in
isolation. (AOB at 29-41.) They construe Section 21418 without

harmonization, interpret it against appellants, apply it contrary to the

purpose of the authorizing military/airtime statutes,^® andthen implicitly
generate the consequential forfeiture of the military/airtime investments and
reduction of the existing IDR as if that were a necessary result (and further,

as one that appellants understood and agreed to at the time of contracting).
(Jbid.) CalPERS and the lower court use Section 21418 as the principal
authority or justification to (1) take appellants' investment and (2) reduce
their IDR.

The logic is faulty and jumbled.
Firstly, not all "normal contributions" are the same. (AOB at pages

CalPERS' use of the single disability funding statute to generate a
forfeiture is absurd when CalPERS promised appellants increases in their
retirement benefits.
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29-41.) In particular, not all "normal contributions" fund the IDR.
Rather, Section 21420 requires that all of appellants' contributions
associated with time or service outside of the active safety work do not
fund the IDR but instead fund an additional annuity above the IDR. Section
21420 was introduced after Section 21418 and acts as a limit to the latter

section. (AOB at 39-41.)

Second, CalPERS' argument that appellants' investments were not
made in any CalPERS job category and thus do not satisfy the requirements
of a Section 21240 annuity (RB at 21-26) misses the point. The real
importance of Section 21420 is not that it mandatorily provides appellants
an annuity for service in another "category of membership", but that it

clarifies IDR is only funded by "normal contributions" made as a
consequence of employment in the safety job where injured. (AOB at 34-

In this regard, CalPERS' citations to Sections 21038 and 21053 to
support use ofthe investments to fund appellants' IDR allowances are
inapposite. Those sections address administrative issues, noting that the
military/airtime investments "shall be administered as normal contributions.
(§§21038,21053, emphasis added.)
For example, a member may decide to work in the private sector,
withdraw all of his or her "normal contributions," and forego any CalPERS
retirement allowance. (§§20011, 20730.) If a member takes service
retirement, all ofthe "normal contributions" will pay the annuity portion of
the retirement allowance. (§20018.) If the member is disabled and is retired
on IDR, his or her "normal contributions" made solely in the job where
disabled will help fund the IDR allowance, with the balance paid by the
employer. (§21418.) "Normal contributions" made other than in the job
where disabled will instead by administered by providing the member with
an annuity in addition to the IDR. (§21420.)
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41.)

In any event, the Court does not have to determine if appellants
should receive an annuity for their investments because this is a contract

casewhere appellants seek rescission and restitution. The application of
section 21420 is not necessary to a resolution of this case. If the contracts
are somehow deemed valid, the only question regarding the proper

interpretation of the PERL that must be answered in this appeal is whether
it includes any provision that prohibits the "increased" benefits appellants

seek. No PERL provision prohibits the increased benefit.^^
Finally, CalPERS argues that the IDR reduction and seizure arise
from the absence of statutory authority. CalPERS' logic seems to be (1) the

authorizing statutes do not indicate that the contributionswere made
expressly in a job category; (2) no statute specifies the job category into
which the investments are deemed to be made, (3) since the money has to

be characterized for accounting purposes, the law does not prohibit

characterizing the money as contributions made in some job category; and
(4) therefore no law prevents CalPERS from characterizing the investments
as made in the job category where the member worked at the time of

investment, thereby justifying seizure of the investment on disability.

If appellants (like Rachel Healy) received or were to receive a
section 21420 annuity , they would not be precluded from contracting for
an even better additional benefit under military/airtime.
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Absence ofauthority does not authorize a forfeiture or reduction of a
vested right,
F.

Improper Interpretation of the Alleged Bar On Refunds

CalPERS similarly sets up a false argument conceming refunds of

appellants' investments, citing to Section 21039. (See, e.g., RB at 29.) As
appellants pointed out. Section 21039 at most bars the refund of installment

payments;^^ Section 21039 says nothing about refunds of lump sum
purchases, which many appellants made when investing in military/airtime.

(AOB at47-50.)3'»
Section 21039 states, in pertinent part:
[A safety member] who has elected to receive credit for
service by making installment payments and who retires or
has retired due to industrial disability while making those
payments, may elect to cancel the payments prospectively if
the election to receive credit for service does not increase the

member's allowance payable. ...No refund ofcontributions
paid in installments prior to the effective date of the member's
election to cancel the payments shall be payable to a member
or retired member as a result of an election made by a
member pursuant to this section. (Emphasis added.)

Most of the appellants contracted with CalPERS to invest lump
sums, including by rollover their existing retirement funds. Other appellants
transferred part of their salary by installment payments to CalPERS, but
implemented the same standard contract terms.

^^As additional evidence of CalPERS' inconsistencies, appellants call
the Court's attention to the fact that the military/airtime contracts contain a
clause which says that if a member leaves CalPERS employment, is not yet
retired, continues to pay for their contract costs with direct monthly
installment payments and defaults on those payments, CalPERS will
"cancel the service credit election, refund all direct payments received
without interest; and remove the service that was credited based on the
election." (M-ICT 0103; A-ICT 0139, emphasis added.)
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Section 21039 is not authority for seizing lump sum transfers. At
most, Section 21039 suggests that those who made installment payments
will be allowed to stop making future payments.

Taking the arguments at face value, no refund under the PERL does
not mean that the contracts cannot be rescinded and the money restored.

Section 21039 does not nullify appellants' claims for rescission and

restitution of the contractual price paid, as implied by CalPERS.^' (RB at
29-30.)

In any event, appellants are not seeking a refund of their

contributions. Instead, they seek rescission of the military/airtime contracts
and restitution of the monies paid because the "contracts" do not meet the
requirements to be legally binding.
G.

Forfeitures Are Disfavored

"The court should not construe a statute so as to work a forfeiture in

the absence of a clear indication of legislative intent. [Citation

omitted]."(Es/fli/e ofCastiglioni (1995) 40 Cal.App.4''' 367,373.)
CalPERS mentions "forfeiture" only dismissively (RB at 30).

CalPERS prefers the word "gamble". But "gamble" would require that
CatPERS informed Appellants of the risks. The word "gamble" is

CalPERs again ignores the primacy of the contract formation.
CalPERS seems to argue that the PERL applies even if the contract fails.
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predicated on the idea that appellants intentionally and knowingly assumed
the risks of a lottery in order to gain some potential greater "sweepstakes"
win. But contradicting itself, the court in the same ruling found as a fact
that the Legislature intended military/airtime military/"to operate as a

'guaranteed return' on the money invested" (M-7CT 1530:22-24), which is
the exact opposite concept from a gamble.
In any case, "[pjrovisions for forfeiture of vested rights, whether in
statutes or contracts, are not favored, and are, as they ought to be, construed

as strictly or as liberally as possible against the forfeiture." (Cantlay &
Tanzola v. Ingels (1939) 31 Cal.App.2d 553, 556, citation omitted.)
Facially, sections 21415,21418,21039,and 21053 are not even

seizure^® or forfeiture^' laws. CalPERS and the lower courtsimply use them
implicitly to create a forfeiture of appellants' money and their IDR rights.
Appellants deposited tens of thousands of dollars each with

CalPERS but received no additional benefit.^* Manifestly, there is a
forfeiture if appellants are not getting any value for their money or if they

Several statutes in the PERL and portions of the Government Code
governing crimes ofpublic officials contain seizure statutes (e.g. §§20343,
21259, 7522.70, 7522.72 and 7522.74) but they have no applicability here.
Even Section 21039 (goveming refunds) is not a forfeiture law as
it fails to provide due process. See AOB 47-50.
CalPERS avoids the source of the IDR funding and the net
amount received by appellants. Take the example of appellant Rachel

Healy. (AOB at 41.) The nominal rate of her IDR (50% of her highest
compensation) remains the same, but her net IDR proceeds are significantly
reduced.
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are receiving less in total IDR benefits than they are entitled to.
H.

Pension Legislation

Any ambiguity or uncertainty in themeaning of pension legislation^'
must be resolved in favor of the pensioner, but such construction must be
consistent with the clear language and purpose of the statute. (Ventura

County Deputy Sheriffs'Assn. v. Board ofRetirement (1997) 16 Cal.4''' 483,
rehearing denied.)
Time and again, CalPERS and the lower court have construed

ambiguous pension legislation against appellants.
I.

Legislative History; Militarv/Airtime is Ancillary to Defined
Benefits

As an unusual self-funded benefit, military/airtime is an ancillary

benefit to the comprehensive defined benefit program described in the
PERL. In creating military/airtime, the Legislature provided a voluntary,

optional statutory investment vehicle that must be individually contracted
for between members and the retirement system. More akin to a PPO health

plan offered in addition to the disability and service retirement portions of a
defined benefit program, the military/airtime (1) is not mandatory; (2) does

^'Contrary to CalPERS' assertions, un-enacted legislation is not a
helpful guide to legislative intent. "Legislative inaction is a slim reed upon
which to lean in determining legislative intent." (Quinn v. State of
California (m5) 15 Cal.Bd 162, 175.)
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not accrue or increase with work in the job; (3) is related to time and

service outside the plan; and (4) military time can be contracted for after
one has already retired.
1.

Not Authorized as a Gamble

If a gamble was intended, a higher level of legislative intent was

required in the statute and more detailed contract disclosure was required,
in order to provide notice that satisfies substantive due process. Instead, the
legislative history indicates an intent to guarantee returns, prevent loss, with
no indication of loss, cross-subsidy or gamble. For example, the legislative

history on Section 20909 indicated that airtime "may present a more
promising alternative" than "savings accounts that are losing money". (M5CT 0962.)

Even the lower court acknowledged that CalPBRS essentially sold

military/airtime benefits with the promise they were "intended to operate as
a 'guaranteed return' on the money invested." (M-7CT 1530:22-24.)
2.

Actuarial Considerations Support Appellants

The lower court and CalPERS fervently argue that military/airtime is
a ftmdamental pillar needed to make the defined benefit plan actuarially
sound. They ignore that no actuarial evidence was introduced in the case.

No actuarial evidence is found in the record. (AOB at 43-46.)
Further, both the lower court and CalPERS ignore that

military/airtime was required to be (i) cost neutral to the retirement system
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and employers, and (ii) members would pay thefull cost of military/airtime

(both employee and employer costs) to fund the future stream of income
associated with that optional service. Return of appellants" funds by
rescission would not cause CalPERS or the employer to suffer any negative

impact.(AOB at 9, 23,42-43,46.)''®
VII.

CONSTITUTIONAL CLAIMS

Appellants have already addressed the basic facts of their
constitutional claims in their Opening Brief. (AOB at 88-93.) CalPERS'
response is entirely dependent on an interpretation of the PERL that
justifies categorizing the military/airtime investments as additional time in
the safety job (see RB at 41-44), an interpretation which does not comport
with either legislative purpose or the language of the statutes. Appellants
maintain all of their constitutional claims as set forth in the AOB.

However, appellants briefly respond to CalPERS' mis-identification

ofthe appropriate groups to compare concerning an equal protection claim.
A.

CalPERS and the Lower Court Err on Who Should Be
Compared to Whom

For equal protection, the question is whether "two classes that are
different in some respects are sufficiently similar with respect to the laws in
question to require the government to justify its differential treatment of

®CalPERS' payment to appellants of the benefits bargained and paid for
would also not negatively impact the employers or CalPERS if the actuaries
correctly calculated the price of military/airtime as cost neutral.
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these classes under those laws." {People v. McKee (2010) 47 Cal.4"' 1172,
1202.)

The AOB explains that appellants are treated unequally solely

because they purchased military/airtimewhile other members did not.
(AOB at 88-90) All safety members are entitled to a statutory IDR benefit
of 50% of their highest compensation, at no cost to themselves but the
forfeiture of member contributions specifically made as a percentage of

their salary for actual work in the safety position. (Ibid) But appellants are
charged significantly more for their IDR benefits compared to those who

never buy military/airtime solely because CalPERS characterizes the
investment as time "in the safety job", transfers it to the employers, and
thus decreases employer liability but increases appellants' costs and reduces
their net IDR proceeds. {Ibid.)

CalPERS argues that appellants can only compare themselves to

other members who also bought military/airtime. (RB at 41-43). The lower
court makes the same mistake in its order sustaining CalPERS' demurrer.

(M-4CT 1545:20-25.) The problem is that this position rests on the false
assumption that military/airtime is no different than "time in the safety
position" and that seizure of the investment, transfer to the employer, and

the resulting reduction in appellants' net IDR benefit is somehow authorized
by the PERL. It is not.
B.

No Basis to Assert an Actuarial Justification for CalPERS* and
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the Lower Court's Denial of Equal Protection

The lower court also speculated that CalPERS' mischaracterization

ofthe military/airtime investments and reduction in appellants' IDR
benefits were required by some vague actuarial factors upon which it had

received no evidence and which respondents did nothing to request. (AOB
at 43-44; M-7CT 1533:2-6, 12-13; M-RT 317:10-15.) CalPERS has now
recast the lower court's speculation into something else: a "rational basis"

supposedly justifying the glaring denial of equal protection discussed
above. (RB at 11.)

Appellants ask that this Court reject both the "rational basis"

argument and the speculative actuarial argument underlying it, and find that
appellants have been denied equal protection.
Vm. DELAYED ACCRUAL

A.

Appellants Satisfy the Requirements of "Delayed Accrual" of
Their Causes of Action

It was difficult or impossible to detect or comprehend the breach

arising from the secret IDR amendment, or the resulting injuries or the act
causing the injuries. CalPERS paid the IDR at the nominally correct 50%
"rate". Appellants were justifiably ignorant of their violated IDR
entitlement and resulting injury, and "ignorant oftheir right to sue".
Appellants are entitled to the delayed accruals of the causes of action.

Accruals of the causes of action were postponed until each appellant
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discovered that CalPERS had secretly increased their disability liability,
reduced their IDR entitlement, revised their vested rights, and shifted a

share of CalPERS and the employer existing disability onto appellants.
{Seelenfremd v. Terminix ofNorthern Calif, Inc. (1978) 84 Cal.App.3d
133, 138.; see also E-Fab, Inc. v. Accountants, Inc. Services (2007) 153

Cal.App.4th 1308, 1318.)
B.

Two Different Primary Rights

As discussed in detail in section IV, supra, appellants have at least

two separate and different primary rights with independent accrual periods
and resulting in at least two separate injuries. (See Craig v. County ofLos
Angeles (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 1294, 1301 ["the underlying right
sought to be enforced determines the cause of action," and causes of
action may arise out of distinct primary rights even though they zirise

"out of the same subject matter"]; Grisham v. Philip Morris U.S,A., Inc.

(2007) 40 Cal.4»'' 623, 641-644.)
(1)

Appellants' have the right to their private money, including to

contract for "increased" retirement benefits through the military/airtime
contracts.

(2)

Appellants have IDRdisability rights.''*

Appellants could be entitled to both IDR and thefiilly funded
"increased benefit" such as through a "service retirement payable" disability
retirement benefit.
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"The nature of the right sued on, not the form of the action ...
determines the applicability of the statute of limitations [and accrual]."
{Schneider v. Union Oil Co. (1970) 6 Cal.App.3d 987, 993, citation

omitted.] Both primary rights are subject to the fiduciary relationship.
Appellants' right to a tax-free IDR benefit of 50% oftheir highest
salary (frmded by normal contributions made for work in the job with the

balance funded by the employers) arises on their first day of employment
and serves the public policy to protect injured safety offrcers for disabilities
incurred in the job. (§§21151(a), 21406, 21418.) IDR focuses exclusively

on whether the injury occurred in the job and caused a permanent disability.
When CalPERS fails to fund the IDR only with normal contributions made

for actual work in the job, it breaches the vested IDR rights. No employee
contributions outside that job should be used to fund the IDR. (§21420; see
also the AOB's discussion of appellant Rachel Healy's situation at p. 41.)

IDR and the private money involve different underlying evidentiary

foci, and thus the reciprocal duty breached in each is different. (Verdier v.
Verdier (1962) 203 Cal.App.2d 724,738.) CalPERS has a different
corresponding primary duty in each. {Hamilton v. Asbestos Corp. (2000) 22
Cal.4th 1127, 1145.)

In denying delayed accrual, the lower court focused only on one
part of that primary right—^the seizure of the military/airtime
investments—^and wrongly found that appellants "should have been
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aware of their injury [loss ofservice credit] as of the date they received
their first IDR checks...."(M-7CT1595;A-2CT439.) The lower court and
CalPERS did not consider the second primary right: the vested IDR

payable only from normal contributions made for work in the safety job.
The lower court ignored the hidden immediate amendment to the vested

IDR arising from the military/airtime contracts. By focusing solely on
the rate of payment, rather than the net IDR benefit, the lower court
found that the IDR was not reduced.

Nothing in the record indicates that any of the appellants would
have known that their IDR entitlement had been wrongly reduced at the

time that they invested in military/airtime or when they received their
first IDR checks because the nominal rate of the IDR check was 50%.

The lower court simply assumed as a matter of/mv, but without any

particular basis for doing so, that appellants would have expected
benefits under the service credit contracts to be paid in appellants' first
IDR checks. Again, this is mere conjecture. Trial courts must accept

facts as pled when ruling on a demurrer. (Palacin v. Allstate Ins. Co.,

supra, 119 Cal.App.4'^at 861.)
The record is clear that appellants did not discover, and had no

basis upon which to suspect, that the IDR right wsis injured until it was

hinted at by CalPERS' demurrer filing in another lawsuit. Accrual of the
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cause of action was delayed and government claims were timely filed.

See Concurrently filed Requestfor Judicial Notice, incorporated herein.
C.

Delayed Accrual At Least Until CalPERS Filed Its Demurrer in
Yost

On October 15,2010, CalPERS filed a Demurrer in the case of Yost

V. CalPERSy Los Angeles Superior Court case no. BC444842.'*^ See
concurrently filed Requestfor Judicial Notice, incorporated herein.
CalPERS' language in the Yost Demurrer was ambiguous and unclear, but
one statementjumped out as unusual. CalPERS wrote: "Yost is not really

complaining about unequal treatment. To the contrary, what he is really
unhappy about is that CalPERS treats purchased service credit the same as
the service credit CalPERS members earnfrom working" (CalPERS'

Demurrer at 1:10-12, emphasis added.'*^) (See Attachment 1to this Reply
Briefmd concurrently filed iLCV.)
CalPERS' admission, although vague and puzzling, turned out to be
a crucial one. It took significant work by appellants' attomey to unravel the

mystery. To appellants' knowledge, this was the first time CalPERS had

Plaintiff David Yost raised some of the same issues as those in the

Marzec and Andert cases, but Yostwas ultimately dismissed without leave
to amend after CalPERS demurred to Yost's First Amended Complaint on

grounds Yost had failed to file a timely Government Claim before
proceeding to court. The appellate court affirmed the dismissal on OCA
grounds in an unpublished decision on October 25,2012, Court ofAppeal
case no. B232920.

''^A copy of the cover page and page 1 of CalPERS'Demwrrer in Yost
is attached for the Court's reference.
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stated that it treated military/airtime service credit the same way as credit

earned through ongoing CalPERS' membership. Although CalPERS'
argument was abstruse and unclear, counsel for Yost (who also later filed
the Marzec andAndert lawsuits) attempted to "unwind" the implicit

language in CalPERS' admission. After a while, he had sufficient grounds
to assert that (a) CalPERS apparently had an undisclosed internal policy of
characterizing the militaiy/airtime as no different than service credit
actually earned in the safety position and (b) CalPERS used that
mischaracterization as justification for seizing the military/airtime
investments after members ineligible for a higher service retirement went
out on IDR.

CalPERS' Denmrrer never raised the fact that CalPERS had also

effected a hidden and unauthorized amendment to members' IDR rights—

an amendment which later forced appellants to fund a significant portion of
their own IDR allowances and forfeited the military/airtime investments.
That was only a logical implication that appellants' attorney eventually
derived firom CalPERS' assertion. In fact, CalPERS does not acknowledge
that appellants pay more for their IDR to this day. But CalPERS' puzzling
assertion and admission in the Yost Demurrer gave counsel enough of a
logical rubric to assert that CalPERS' actions also constituted a hidden
breach of members' vested IDR rights.
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Weeks after CalPERS' Demurrer, Yost filed a First Amended

Complaint beginning to elucidate the new understanding. See RJN. Three
months later, counsel was contacted by appellants Robert Marzec and

Rachel Healy. Counsel quickly filed timely GCA claims on behalfof both
of them, in any event timely to satisfy the claims in this case. (M-ICT
0038:23-0039:16.) Once the claims were rejected by the Victim

Compensation and Government Claims Board, counsel timely filed the
Marzec lawsuit. (M-ICT 0008-0228.) In the Complaint, appellants alleged

delayed accrual of the causes of action of all putative class members based
on the fact their claims could not be discovered earlier. At the earliest, the

claims could have accrued only sometime after CalPERS filed the demurrer
in Yoston October 15,2010. (M-ICT 0035:3-0036:1.) More likely,

because it took some significant time to unravel CalPERS' mysterious
treatment, the claims accrued only right before the time of appellants' first

filing in this case mentioning reduction or offset of vested IDR.
Then, after being approached by Jeffrey Andert, Neil MacLaren and

Randy Slaughter in August and September 2011, counsel timely filed GCA
claims on their behalf. (A ICT 0045:2-0046:26.) Later counsel timely filed
the Andert lawsuit on March 12, 2012 which similarly properly pled out

delayed discovery and delayed accrual, including based on CalPERS'
Demurrer in Yost.
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To the present time, CalPERS has not disclosed that it reduced

appellants' existing IDR rights or shifted liability for IDR firom CalPERS
and the employers onto appellants. CalPERS has still not disclosed in any
patent way that it immediately reduced the already vested IDR.
D.

CalPERS SuDDorts Delayed Accrual Bv Its Argument That
Appellants Are Not Harmed Because Thev Receive a 50% IDR

CalPERS and the lower court argue that appellants have not suffered

a loss because they are receiving an IDR at the rate of 50%. This "rate"

argument actually supports the delayed accrual of the causes of action. It
shows that appellants could not know that their IDR entitlement was
reduced. They were not put on inquiry notice,

By inference and judicial admission, CalPERS admits that appellants
could not be aware of their injury from a reduced IDR (arising from the
military/airtime contracts) when they received their fust IDR checks
because they were paid at a rate of 50%.

The immediate impact and consequence of the military/airtime
contracts on appellants was (i) to transfer additional disability risk onto
appellants, (ii) to reduce appellants' existing vested disability retirement
rights, (iii) to increase appellants' liability, and (iv) to reduce the amount
that CalPERS would pay appellants in IDR payments. None of these terms

or effects were disclosed in the military/airtime contracts. Appellants did
not know of these terms, did not agree to them, and did not contemplate a
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reduction in their existing IDR rights when they used their private funds to
"contract" for "increased" retirement benefits.

Appellants' interest in their primary rights to a vested IDR were

injured because their existing vested IDR entitlement was secretly reduced
by hidden terms in the military/airtime contract. CalPERS keeps the real

injury hidden, even to this Court. The 50% rate ofpayment masks discovery
ofthe real injury arisingfrom the immediate increased liabilityfor IDR,
transfer ofrisk, and IDR reduction. The hidden terms in the
military/airtime contract and the payment at the 50% rate delay discovery

of the injury and delay accrual of all of the contract and other causes of
action in the Complaint. The cause of the injury is still hidden, still
undisclosed, and still unresolved because CalPERS has refused to plainly

admit to its practices.
E.

Fiduciary Duties and Delayed Discovery

Delayed accrual of a cause of action is viewed as particularly

appropriate where the relationship between the parties is one of special trust

such as that involving a fiduciary,'*^ confidential or privileged relationship.
Moreno v. Sanchez (2003) 106 CA4th 1415, 1424; see dXso April

Enterprises, Inc. v. KTTV{\9i!3) 147 Cal.App.3d 805, 827.)

''^No Dutv of Inquirv.When the fiduciary is an express trustee, the
beneficiary is not under a duty of inquiry.Di Grazia v. Anderlini, 22
Cal.App.4th 1337, 1345^6,1349, 28 Cal.Rptr.2d 37 (1st Dist.1994)
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1.

Breach of Contract In Fiduciary Relationships

Even a breach of contract action to which the discovery rule would

not ordinarily applymay be govemed by the discovery rule when the

defendant owed fiduciary duties to the plaintiff.'*^ (See United States
Liability Ins. Co. v. Haidinger-Hayes, Inc. (1970) 1 Cal.3d 586, 598;
Hobartv. Hobart Estate Co. (1985) 26 Cal.2d 412,439-40;

Enterprises, Inc. v. KTTV, supra, 147 Cal.App.3d at 827.)

In April Enterprises, the court found delayed accrual appropriate
where "the defendant has been in a far superior position to comprehend the

[wrongful] act and the injury.... [PJlaintiffs should not suffer where
circumstances prevent them from knowing they have been harmed....
[Djefendants should not be allowed to knowingly profit from their injuree's

ignorance." {April Enterprises, Inc. v. KTTV, supra, 147 Cal.App.3d at 831;
NBC Universal Media, LLC v. Superior Court (2014) 225 Cal.App.4th
1222, 1233-1234.)

'*^When the defendant is a fiduciary, courts found it was
unreasonable to expect "that a contracting party in such situations has a
duty to continually monitor whether the other party is performing some act
inconsistent with one of many possible terms in a contract.... Specifically,
we hold the discovery rule may be applied to breaches which can be, and
are, committed in secret and, moreover, where the harm flowing from those
breaches will not be reasonably discoverable by plaintiffs until a future
time.
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2.

PERL is a Statutory Scheme with Duty to Disclose,
Support Delayed Accrual

Delayed discovery is also appropriate because the PERL statutory

scheme imposes a duty to disclose, similarto the duty imposed by a
fiduciary relationship. {Kriegerv. NickAlexanderImports, Inc. (1991) 234

Cal.App.3d 205,222.) The PERL explicitly contains several statutes that
recognize CalPERS' fiduciary duties. (See Article 3 of Chapter 2 of the
PERL, §§20150, et seq.) The Constitution deems CalPERS a trust and
fiduciary. {Cat. Const., art. XVI, §17.) The Constitution, PERL, case law,

and the precedential decisions adopted by CalPERS impose stringent
duties, including fiduciary duties that support delayed accrual. (See supra at
Section III.
F.

Mistake

Appellants suffered from mistake or fraud that delayed the accrual.
{Code ofCivil Procedure, §338;Seelenfreund v. Terminix ofNorthern Cal.,
Inc. (1978) 84 Cal.App.3d 133,136.)
G.

Delayed Accrual is a Factual Issue Inappropriate To Resolve on
Demurrer

Factual issues are inappropriate to resolve on demurrer. {Palacin v.

Allstate Ins. Co., supra, 119 Cal.App.4''' at 861.) Delayed accrual and
belated discovery are question of facts for the trier of fact. {Bastian v.
County ofSan Luis Obispo (1988) 199 Cal.App.3d 520, 527; United States
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Liab. Ins. Co. v. Haidinger-Hayes, Inc., supra, 1 Cal.3d at 597 [reversing
judgment after demurrer].)

As the changes in IDR were not disclosed at all, there is only "one
conclusion from the evidence, the question becomes one of law." {Snow v.

A.H. Robins Co. (1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 120, 128 [reversing summary

judgment].) While the delayed accrual issues can be resolved against
CalPERS on demurrer or on appeal, it cannot be decided against Appellants
on demurrer {Bastian v. County ofSan Luis Obispo, supra, 199 Cal.App.3d
at 527; E-Fab, Inc. v. Accountants, Inc. Services (2007) 153 Cal.App.4th
1308,1320.)
H.

Attorney Knowledge Not Imputed to Client

The law of accrual and discovery focuses on the client's knowledge,

not the attorney's. Plaintiffs must conduct a reasonable investigation afier
becomingaware of an injury and are charged [prospectively] with
knowledge of information that would have been revealed by such an
investigation. {Fox v. Ethicon EndoSurgery, Inc. (2005) 35 C4th 797,
808.)

No law supports CalPERS' implication that the attorney's knowledge
could somehow be imputed to future new clients. As it was, after each

appellant learned of the issue, he or she quickly contacted an attorney, and
almost immediately, counsel filed government claims on their behalf.
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The appellants' claims accrued within the claims period and all
persons who suffered a loss are rightly in the class.
IX.

LEAVE TO AMEND REQUESTED

Appellants requested leave to amend (A-2CT 0041:18) and should
at the least be given the opportunity to amend their complaints.

{Rakestraw v. California Physicians'Service, (2000) 81 Cal.App.4*'' 39,
43-44 [plaintiff may raise the question of amendment for the first time

on appeal; see also Lazzarone v. BankofAmerica(1986)181 Cal.App.3d
581, 598.) Appellants requested at the lower court level that the court allow
them what they termed an "evidentiary hearing." (M-7CT 1572:22-24.)

Thus, though they brought their desire to provide further factual matter to
the lower court's attention, their request was summarily denied. (M-RT

601:24-608:11.) If necessary, Appellants will amend to state more clearly

(i) that appellants had no knowledge of the reduced IDR; (ii) no intent to
risk the loss of their investments; (iii) no intent to "gamble", and (iv) related
matters, as well as more fully plead out the facts of CalPERS' demurrer
filing in Yost and what counsel learned from this.
X.

CONCLUSION

Appellants are entitled to judgment on all grounds, because (i) at the

threshold, no contract formed; (ii) under the PERL, they are entitled to their
increased benefits and frilly vested IDR; (iii) if valid, the contract provides

for the bargained "increases" above their IDR; and (iv) appellants are
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entitled to rescission and restitution, with interest, as a matter of law, as the

military/airtime contracts are void or voidable at appellants' option.

Appellants are also entitled to attorney fees, interest, costs, and such other
relief as the Court may provide.

Respectfully submitted.

Dated:September 8, 2014

Jonmviicna^jensen,

omeyfprAppellants
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CLASS ACTION
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21
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22
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23
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24
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Department:
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26
27
28

CALPERS' MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES SUPPORTING DEMURRER
DOC. # lA-197614 Vl

1

I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff David Yost retired in 2007due to a job-related disability andnowreceives an

2
3

industrial disability retirement (IDR) allowance. Before hisretirement, Yost purchased five

4

years of service credit, in order to enhance his service retirement benefits. When he became

5

disabled, CalPERS included all five years of theservice credit Yost bought in calculating his

6

monthly allowance. As a result, that calculation yielded a monthly allovrance greater thanthe

7

standard IDR allowance, nearly all of it tax-free.

8

Despite this, Yost alleges CalPERS puts him and othermembers whopurchase service

9

credit at a disadvantage when theybecome disabled. However, evena cursory examination of

10

his grievances reveals Yostis not really complaining aboutunequal treatment. To the contrary,

11

whathe is really unhappy aboutis that CalPERS treats purchased service creditthe same as the

12

service credit CalPERS members earn by working.

Yost invites the Court to rewrite California's Public Employees' Retirement Law (the

13

14

PERL, our state pension law) to treat him and other service credit purchasersbetter than

15

CalPERS memberswho earn an equivalentamount of servicecredit. He insiststhe purchasers

16

either bepaid a higher disability allowance than members who earn asmany years ofservice

17

credit or continue to receive their disability allowances but be paid back for the service credit

18

they bought, a partial refund of contributions unavailable to members who work to cam their

19

service. There is no conceivable justification for accepting Yost's invitation to change the lawto

20

advantageservice credit purchasers over service credit earners.
CalPERS demurs for two reasons. First and foremost, this case is about money—^Yost

21

22

asks to be either paid extra or paid back for the servicecredit he bought. But he has failed to

23

comply with the Government Claims Act before coming to court and suing for that monetary

24

relief. Second, as revealed on the face of the Complaint, each of Yost's theories fails on the

25

merits.

26

Government Claims Act (OCA). Yost is wrong thatalleging he represents a class

27

excuses him from filing a government claim before coming to court. Though he couches some

28

claims in equitable terms, his Complaint is pecuniary in nature, praying for either monthlyor
1
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